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Theory of Branching and Annihilating Random Walks
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A systematic theory for the diffusion-limited reaction processesA 1 A ! 0 and A ! sm 1 1dA is
developed. Fluctuations are taken into account via the field-theoretic dynamical renormalization group
For evenm, the mean field rate equation, which predicts only an active phase, remains qualitatively
correct neardc  2 dimensions; but belowd0

c ø 4y3 a nontrivial transition to an inactive phase
governed by power law behavior appears. For oddm, there is a dynamic phase transition for any
d # 2 which is described by the directed percolation universality class. [S0031-9007(96)01800-5]

PACS numbers: 64.60.Ak, 05.40.+j, 64.60.Ht
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Nonequilibrium models with an extensive number
degrees of freedom whose dynamics violates deta
balance occur in studies of many biological, chemic
and physical systems. Like equilibrium systems, th
stationary states may exhibit phase transitions which
many cases appear to fall into distinct classes charac
ized by universal quantities such as critical exponen
One of the most common such classes is that exempli
by directed percolation(DP) [1]. This represents a trans
tion from a nontrivial “active” steady state to an absorbi
“inactive” state with no fluctuations. Many nonequilib
rium phase transitions appear to belong to this univers
ity class, e.g., the contact process [2], the dimer poison
problem in the Ziff-Gulari-Barshad model [3], and aut
catalytic reaction models [4]. The universal properties
the DP transition are theoretically well understood in t
context of a renormalization group (RG) analysis bas
on an expansion around mean field theory below the
per critical dimensiondc  4 [5].

More recently a class of models has been studied wh
in certain cases, appear as exceptions to the general
that such transitions should fall into the DP universal
class. These include a probabilistic cellular automa
model [6], certain kinetic Ising models [7,8], and an inte
acting monomer-dimer model [9]. In one dimension t
dynamics of these is equivalent to a class of models ca
branching and annihilating random walks(BARWs) [10–
12], which also have a natural generalization to high
dimensions. In the language of reaction-diffusion sy
tems, BARWs describe the stochastic dynamics of a sin
species of particlesA undergoing three basic processe
diffusion, often modeled by a random walk on a latti
and characterized by a diffusion coefficientD; an an-
nihilation reactionA 1 A ! 0 when particles are close
(or on the same site), at ratel; and a branching proces
A ! sm 1 1dA (wherem is a positive integer), at ratesm.
The above-mentioned one-dimensional models all co
spond to the casem  2. For the kinetic Ising model, the
particlesA are to be identified with the domain walls, an
the transition to the inactive state corresponds to the ord
ing of the Ising spins [7,8]. In general, this new univers
ity class has been observed ind  1 for evenvalues ofm,
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when the number of particles is locally conserved mod
2. Whenm is odd,the DP values of the exponents appe
to be realized. (It should be remarked that several of
models which have been studied do not contain three
dependent parameters corresponding toD, l, andsm so
that it may occur that the actual transition is inaccessi
This appears to be so for the simplest lattice BARW mo
with m  2, which is always in the inactive phase [10].

Besides the appearance of a new universality class,
other issue which clearly requires theoretical explanat
is the occurrenceof a transition at a finite value ofsm.
For the mean field rate equation for the average densi

Ùnstd  22lnstd2 1 msmnstd (1)
predicts a nonzero steady state densitymsmy2l, so that
this state should beactive for all sm . 0, in contrast to
what is in fact observed ford  1. It is, however, known
that fluctuation effects render the mean field descript
of the pure annihilation problem (sm  0) qualitatively
incorrect ford # 2 [13]. Therefore, a detailed theory ha
to demonstrate how these are also responsible for mo
the critical value ofsm away from zero.

In this Letter, we describe the first systematic theo
of these phenomena (details will be presented elsew
[14]). It is based on the field-theoretic RG analysis whi
has proven successful for the DP problem [5]; howev
we correct an important error which was made in
earlier investigation along the same lines [6]. A summa
of our main results follows.

(a) Even m.—For d . 2 the mean field description
(1) is qualitatively correct in that the transition occu
at sm  0. The density in the active phase vanishes
n ~ sm, with calculable logarithmic corrections in tw
dimensions. Asd is lowered below 2, the transition
first continues to occur atsm  0, with modified critical
exponents, until asecond critical dimensiond0

c ø 4y3 is
reached. Below this, and in particular ford  1, there
appears a nontrivial transition atsc . 0 from the active
phase to an inactive phase in which the density dec
asymptotically asn ~ t2dy2. Because of the existenc
of two critical dimensionalities, this new universalit
class apparently has no simple mean field limit, clo
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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to which the fluctuations can be controlled. We a
therefore unable to generate a systematice expansion for
the critical exponents. The truncated loop expansion
fixed dimension seems to provide at least a qualita
description of the transition; however, as there exi
no small expansion parameter, the actual values for
critical exponents to one-loop order are rather inaccur
The RG analysis also shows that higher values ofm
inevitably generate an effectivem  2 reaction under
renormalization, and this is always the most relevant te
Therefore all such processes with evenm fall into the
same universality class. We have also considered
N species generalization of them  2 model. The RG
analysis shows that forN . 1 the critical behavior is tha
of the N ! ` limit, which is exactly solvable but alway
in the active phase fors2 . 0, with critical exponents
being described by yet another universality class.

(b) Odd m.—The casem  1 here is typical. Under
renormalization, a spontaneous decay processA ! 0 is
generated for arbitrarily small branching rates, by t
combined reactionsA ! 2A, 2A ! 0, so that the density
decaysexponentially,as in the inactive phase of DP. W
find this to occur ford , 2, when the pure annihilation
process is relevant. Ford $ 2, however, the situation is
more subtle. The RG analysis in this case predicts
there is in fact a nontrivial transition even atdc  2, with
sc , De24pDyl, while it is absent ford . 2. Analysis
of the effective theory ford # 2 then shows that the
subsequent transition at larger values ofs1 is in the DP
universality class, as is observed in simulations [10,11

The field-theoretic analysis of these problems beg
from the “second-quantized” approach to classical s
chastic particle systems which is well known and has b
described in detail elsewhere [13,15]. Annihilation a
creation operatorsai and a

y
i , satisfying the usual boso

commutation relations, are introduced at each sitei of
the lattice, and the time-dependent state vectorjCstdl ;P

hni j pshnij; td
Q

i a
yni

i j0l is constructed from the proba
bilities pshnij; td. The (classical) master equation satisfi
by these may then be recast as a Schrödinger-like equa
with a time evolution operator which, in this example, h
the formH  Hd 1 Ha 1 Hb 1 HT , where

Hd  D
X
sijd

say
i 2 a

y
j d sai 2 ajd , (2)

Ha  2l
X

i

sa2
i 2 a

y2
i a2

i d , (3)

Hb  2sm

X
i

saym11
i ai 2 a

y
i aid , (4)

HT  2t
X

i

say2
i 2 1d . (5)

The last term corresponds to a constant creation of pair
particles, simulating the effects of finite temperature in
kinetic Ising model [8]. Finally, utilizing the coheren
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state path integral formalism, the “quantum ma
particle” HamiltonianH can be cast into a field theor
which describes BARW processesincluding fluctuation
effects. Note that no additional assumptions, specific
regarding the form of the noise correlations in an ext
sion of Eq. (1) to an effective Langevin equation, had
be invoked in this derivation.

When m is even, there is a formal symmetry ofH
under changing the signs of all theai and a

y
i simulta-

neously: this corresponds to the conservation of part
number modulo 2. However, in this formalism, expe
tation values of operators such as the local densitynj 

a
y
j aj, for example, are given by matrix elements of t

form k0je
P

i
ai nje2Ht jCs0dl, and in order to use the time

dependent perturbation theory and Wick’s theorem it
conventional to commute the factore

P
i
ai through. This

is equivalent to applying the formal shifta
y
i ! 1 1 a

y
i in

H. Yet this obscures the above symmetry, and if, in
cordance with the usual naive power counting argume
near the upper critical dimension, higher order qua
terms inH are then ignored, it becomes completely lo
This led the authors of Ref. [6] to the erroneous conc
sion that, neard  4, the transition should be in the D
universality classirrespectiveof the parity ofm.

However, it is imperative in any RG analysis to pr
serve all known symmetries of the system. In the pres
case, this may be done by observing that the RG equat
themselves (as opposed to the calculations of observa
such as the density) should be independent of which b
is used, and it is therefore possible, and, indeed, ne
sary, to perform the computations in the representa
of the model in which the symmetry is manifest. Th
methods for doing this are standard, and will be descri
in detail elsewhere [14]. The casesm  t  0, corre-
sponding to a pure annihilation process, has already b
analyzed in [13]. The RG equation for the flow of th
dimensionless coupling, ; CdlyDke, wherek is a nor-
malization wave number,Cd  Gs2 2 dy2dy2d21pdy2 a
geometric factor, ande  2 2 d, under a rescaling facto
el , is given byd,ydl  e, 2 ,2, which is exact at one
loop. Ford , 2 the late time behavior is controlled b
the nontrivial fixed point at,p  e, leading to an asymp
totic particle density decay according tonstd ~ t2dy2.

The first question to be addressed is whether
branching ratesm is relevant at the pure annihilatio
fixed point, i.e., whether its RG eigenvalueys is positive.
If so, the late time behavior must differ from that o
the pure annihilation process, indicating that the act
phase is reached immediately. Ford $ 2 we findys  2
from simple power counting, so indeedsm is relevant.
The density in the active phase vanishes according
the mean field resultn ~ sm. For d , 2, to one-loop
order, ys  2 2 fmsm 1 1dy2g, 1 Os,2d, so that sm

remains relevant at the annihilation fixed point,p  e

just belowd  2, with the lower values ofm being the
most relevant. Since these lower allowed values ofm
4781
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inevitably become generated whenever the annihila
rate is nonzero, we conclude that the cases withm even
will always fall into the universality class ofm  2, while
m odd will generatem  1 and m  21. The latter is
always relevant, and, as we shall see below, is respon
for the crossover to the DP universality class. For
time being we therefore restrict our attention to the c
of evenm. For d  2 the marginality of, is responsible
for logarithmic corrections to mean field theory, which f
m  2 take the formn ~ syflns1ysdg2.

The above result forys is valid only close tod  2.
Fortunately it is possible to compute itexactlyin one di-
mension, at the pure annihilation fixed point. The lat
corresponds to the limit of infinite bare couplingl [13].
The multiparticle states then effectively propagate
hard-core bosons in between the annihilation and bran
ing processes, and so, in one dimension, behave like
fermions. On the lattice, this limit makes sense only if w
define the branching process as placing them offspring on
different but neighboring sites. The branching contrib
tion to H, in terms of these fermionic operatorsci and
c

y
i , thus acquires the formHb  sm

P
i

Qmy2
j2my2 c

y
i1jci .

The continuum limit of this expression, found by perform
ing a Taylor expansion in powers of the lattice spac
a0, will be different from the bosonic case because
anticommuting nature of thec

y
i allows each derivative to

appear onlyonce. The lowest order term has the form
a

msm11dy2
0 cys≠cyd s≠2cyd · · · s≠mcydc, with the result that

the effective expansion parameters̃m ; a
msm11dy2
0 sm has

a modified scaling dimension. This leads to the res
(which may be confirmed by other less formal metho
that ys  2 2 msm 1 1dy2 exactlyin d  1. Thus, for
reasons we do not understand, theOsed result appears to
be exact ind  1, and ys changes sign at a value o
d  d0

c ø 4y3 for m  2, if the higher order terms con
tinue to be small. Ind  1, ys , 0 for all the even val-
ues of m. This establishes the result that the late tim
behavior for small values ofsm is controlled by the anni-
hilation fixed point, so thatnstd ~ t21y2. In the inactive
phase, the system is composed of a set of highlyanticor-
related bunches of odd numbers of particles, the spa
distribution of which, upon coarse graining, looks like th
of single particles in the pure annihilation process.

Clearly, the above scenario cannot be obtained in
finite order of an expansion neardc  2. We have
therefore performed a truncated loop expansion at fi
dimension, retaining the full dependence ons, which
appears both as a vertex and as a mass term. To one
order, the RG flow equations for the renormalized react
rates,  CdlyDk22d ands  syDk2 read (m  2)

d,ydl  ,f2 2 d 2 ,ys1 1 sd22dy2g , (6)

dsydl  sf2 2 3,ys1 1 sd22dy2g . (7)

For s ! 0, the annihilation fixed point,p  2 2 d
of the inactive phase is recovered, while fors ! `

the loop contributions to the anomalous dimensio
4782
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vanish, and the flow approaches a Gaussian fixed p
describing the active phase. For larges, the effective
coupling in Eqs. (6) and (7) becomesg ; ,ys22dy2

(see Sec. III of Ref. [16]), whose flow is given b
dgydl  2g 2 fs10 2 3ddy2gg2 ; 2bsgd. In addi-
tion to the stable Gaussian fixed point atg  0 there
is a nontrivial unstable one at gp  4ys10 2 3dd de-
scribing the phase transition. At this order there
neither field nor diffusion constant renormalizatio
giving a dynamic exponentz ø 2. However, be-
cause the mean field densityn , syl and the spatial
correlation length j' , s21y2 depend not just on
g but also on the dangerous irrelevant variables21,
the critical exponents describing the approach to
critical point in the active phase depend not only
y´ ; b0sgpd, describing the distance from the critic
point ´ ; sgp 2 gdygp, but also onyl ø 2 2 d 2 gp

and ys ø 2 2 3gp. As a result we find thatn , ´b ,
with b  sd 1 yl 2 ysdyy´ ø 4ys10 2 3dd, andj' ,
´2n' , with n'  s1 2 ysdyy´ ø 3ys10 2 3dd. The
truncated one-loop approximation thus seems to prov
a qualitatively correct picture of the transition, althou
the actual numerical values of these exponents in
dimension are rather poor as compared to simula
results [8]; this is not very surprising, however, as there
no small expansion parameter present here. In addit
we cannot really access those exponents that describ
behaviorat the critical point, as the density might depen
nonanalytically ons there; this also precludes a soun
derivation of scaling relations [8] connecting these w
the above exponents describing the active phase.

A better result is obtained for the exponentnt ; 1yyt

describing the divergence of the correlation length as
pair creation ratet ! 0 at the critical point́  0. The
one-loop flow equation fort reads

dtydl  tfd 1 2 2 ,ys1 1 sd22dy2g , (8)

and hence in the inactive phase, or at the critical po
s  0 for d . d0

c, one hasnt  1y2d, while at the
nontrivial phase transition ford , d0

c the result isnt ø
s10 2 3ddys16 1 4d 2 3d2d. In one dimension,nt ø
7y17, which is in fair agreement with simulations [8].

We have also investigated anN species generalizatio
of them  2 problem, defined by the processes2Aa ! 0,
at rate lyN, Aa ! 3Aa, at rate s, and Aa ! Aa 1

2Ab , b fi a, at rate s0ysN 2 1d. To one-loop order
at the annihilation fixed point the RG eigenvalue
the additional branching process becomesys 0  2 2 ,,
which is thereforemore relevantthan the original reaction
with rate s. We have chosen the aboveN component
version, because forN ! `, the ensuing theory (with
s  0) can be solved exactly; physically this lim
corresponds to the situation where each particle m
annihilate only with its sibling. The resulting critica
point remains atsc  0 for all d, and its universality
class, distinct from the previously discussed ones,
characterized by the mean field exponentsz  2, b  1,
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and as a consequence of the nowexact result ys 0 
2 2 ,, we find n' ; 1yys0  1yd, using ,p  2 2 d
for d # 2.

We now return to the case of oddm. As argued
above, fluctuations generate a spontaneous single-par
decay process, and theeffectiveinteractions at a given site
acquire the form

msay 2 1da 2 ssay 2 1daya 1 lsay2 2 1da2. (9)

When the single-particle decay ratem fi 0, it is conve-
nient to remove the linear term ina by the shift ay !

1 1 ay mentioned earlier. This results in the interactio
Hamiltonian

H̃int
eff  sm 2 sdaya 2 say2a 1 2laya2 1 lay2a2.

(10)
If we now neglect the quartic term (justifiable in th
case since there is no “parity” symmetry that must
preserved), we find precisely the interaction Ham
tonian used to characterize DP [5]. The transiti
occurs when the renormalized version of the ma
term mR 2 sR vanishes. The question of whethe
this actually happens for allowed values of the ba
parameterss and l depends on the way these a
renormalized, and this may be studied close tod  2.
It is simpler to work in the unshifted version (9), whe
it is straightforward to identify the most singular (“bub
ble”) diagrams in powers ofe21 at a given order in
l. The mass in the shifted DP Hamiltonian (10) th
becomesmR 2 sR  ssId 2 1dysId 1 1d, where Id ;
sCdlyDed fsmR 1 sRdyDg2ey2  sCdl yDed ssyDd2ey2

because mR 1 sR  s in this approximation. For
sufficiently smalls, this is positive, indicating that the
system is in the inactive phase with anexponentialdecay
of the density. The transition to the active phase occ
at sc  DsCdlyDed2ye . Although this result is accurate
only to leading order ine, the general feature of a tran
sition at a finite value ofs in the DP universality class
should persist tod  1. For d  2 the transition is seen
to continue to occur at a finite valuesc , De24pDyl,
as l ! 0. However, for largerd, the annihilation rate
l which drives the generation of the processA ! 0,
essential for the DP inactive state, becomes irreleva
and one may use the same set of diagrams to argue
there is now no transition, at least for smalll.

The same result can be obtained in the framework of
RG calculation similar to that invoked form even. This
method yields form  3 the same qualitative picture a
for m  1, but the transition moves closer to the me
field critical point, withsc , De25.68pDyl [14], and we
expect this tendency to hold for larger odd values ofm, in
accord with numerical simulations [10,11].

To summarize, we have provided the first analy
theory of branching and annihilating random walks whi
explains most of their observed behavior. We have sho
that the fluctuations responsible for the failure of me
field theory in the pure annihilation process ford # 2
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are also responsible for shifting the critical value of th
branching rate away from zero. Form odd this occurs
for all d # 2, with the subsequent transition being i
the DP universality class, while form even this effect
is postponed to lower dimensionsd , d0

c ø 4y3. Our
theory correctly takes account of the symmetry in th
case, but is so far unable to yield accurate estimates of
critical exponents ind  1. However, a truncated loop
expansion appears to provide at least a qualitative pict
of the transition. It would of course be desirable to fin
some other controlled approximation scheme in which
approach this problem. Our investigation of anN species
generalization of them  2 reaction failed to provide
us with additional insight in the single species case, b
instead uncovered yet another new universality class
N . 1, with sc  0 and governed by the exponen
of the exactly solvableN ! ` limit. This underlines
the importance of fluctuations and correlation effects
reaction-diffusion systems at low dimensions, which m
lead to remarkably rich nonequilibrium phase diagrams
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